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Tarifica Scores™ – South Africa 

June 2015 

Postpaid Methodology 
 
The Tarifica Score provides objective, numeric, apples-to-apples, rankings of every available plan in a 
market based on its consumer value. The proprietary algorithm incorporates every pricing element, 
service inclusion, special feature and restriction to provide a comprehensive evaluation of every plan. 

At its most basic level, the Tarifica Score is derived from unit cost: comparing a plan’s included services 
(minutes, SMS, data, etc.) against all of its associated costs. Recognizing that the different types of 
services do not have equal value to consumers, Tarifica applies weighting factors to each of these 
service allotments. These factors were determined based on consumer preference, the replace-ability of 
the service and the cost to the operator to provide. Hence, SMS – which costs operators very little and 
can easily be replaced by consumers using OTTs – has a much lower weighting factor than LTE data –
which is expensive to reliably provide and highly valued by consumers. Scores are further refined too 
include crucial factors like an operator’s network coverage and average download speeds.  

Recognizing that consumers have diverse needs and budgets, the final refinements to the Tarifica Score 
are intended to ensure that plans are being compared against other plans targeting the same set of 
consumers. Thus postpaid plans are split into two distinct categories: SIM-only and with phone. The 
plans in each of the categories are then scaled, so that the top scoring plan is set to 100. Each of the two 
market leading plans earns the “Top Overall Value” Plan award for the month. Finally, each category is 
further divided by price into five subcategories, so that consumers can easily identify the best value plan 
in their budget. The highest scoring plan in each of these subcategories earns a Top Value Plan award for 
the month.  

 

Cell C 
 
Driving Factors in Cell C’s Scores:  
Cell C had two Top Value Plans (down from three in May, and four in April).  It retained its previous two 
Top Value plan positions in the ‘SIM-only’ category in the R301 to R500 and R501 to R1000 price segments, 
but lost its Overall Top Value plan position in the ‘with phone’ category as a result of the reduced volume 
of data offered on its Smartchat 1GB plan promotion with the Samsung Galaxy S6 device. 
 
As noted in May, Cell C’s new EPIC plans, offering consumers buyouts of their contracts with competing 
operators, did not compare well to its Straight Up plans, nor to many comparable plans from other 
operators.  These plans offer airtime which can be used for a flexible combination of voice, SMS, and data 
but at the flat rates charged for voice, SMS and data, they all had higher rates than comparable plans from 
other operators with the same service allotments.  The Cell C device buyout offer associated with these 
plans did not materially change the value of the plan. 
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Changes in Scores since May: 

 Cell C lost the top spot in the R501 to R1000 ‘with phone’ price segment as a result of scaling 
back its data promotion for the SmartChat 1GB plan with the Samsung Galaxy S6, (the 
preferred device for use in Tarifica’s comparisons).  Cell C now offers an additional 3GB only 
for the first four months of a 24-month contract, for a promotional total of 12GB. 

 
MTN 
 
Driving Factors in MTN’s Scores: 
MTN maintained the position of Top Overall Value plan in the ‘SIM-only’ category that it won in May, and 
captured the Top Overall Value plan in the ‘with phone’ category in June.  MTN now holds both Top Overall 
Value positions in the postpaid market.  This additional win is a result of the end the full 24-month 3GB 
per month promotion that Cell C was offering on its SmartChat 1GB plan, allowing MTN’s data-generous 
Sky promotion to rise to the top position. 
 

Changes in Scores since May: 

 As a result of the data promotion offered with its MTN Sky plan, (a promotion that will last 
through 31 July 2015), MTN maintained the two Top Value Plan positions it captured in May 
in the over R1000 price segment in both the ‘SIM-only’ category as well as the ‘with phone’ 
category.  

 

Telkom 

 
Driving Factors in Telkom’s Scores: 
Telkom’s plans continued to perform very well, with five Top Value Plans in the following categories: 

 SIM-only category (R50 or less, R51 to R101 and R101 to R300) 

 ‘With phone’ category (R101 to R300 and R501 to R1000) 

Note that Telkom’s SmartPlan 100 is represented in both the R301 to R500 and the R501 to R1000 price 
segments of the ‘with phone’ category.  This is because Tarifica included the plan both with and without 
the 5 for 50 SMS promotion.  For the promotional plan it was assumed that the subscriber took maximum 
advantage of the promotion (each day for 30 days) and the score was calculated based on the new cost 
and the additional SMS volume received.  The additional charge bumped the version of the plan with the 
promotion into the next higher price segment where it competed more effectively. 
 
Telkom’s generous data allowances and very competitive prices have consistently enabled it to lead in a 
number of price segments. 
 
Changes in Scores since May: 

 Since May, Telkom lost the Top Value Plan position in the R301 to R500 category (‘with phone’) 
to Vodacom’s Uchoose Flexi 150 plan which is currently offering a 1GB data promotion with 
particular devices. 
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 Telkom captured the R501 to R1000 price segment in the ‘with phone’ category with its SmartPlan 
100. This plan rose to the top position as a result of Cell C scaling back the data promotion it 
previously offered. 

 
Virgin Mobile 
 
Driving Factors in Virgin Mobile’s Scores:  
Virgin Mobile had price increases on many of its plans.  While this did not materially affect its scores, it 
did bump Virgin Mobile out of its previous tie with Telkom for Top Value Plan position in the R101 to R300 
‘with phone’ segment. 
 
Generally, the Tarifica Scores for Virgin Mobile’s plans are hurt by the slow speed of the network on which 
it runs (Cell C’s).  And while its plans’ prices and included features are similar to those of its competitors, 
those factors were not sufficient to offset the negative impact of slower than average download speeds.  
 
Changes in Scores since May: 

 Virgin Mobile no longer shares the Top Value Plan position in the R101 to R300 ‘with phone’ 
segment with Telkom.  This is a result of raising the price of that plan from R149 to R159. 

 Virgin Mobile no longer has any Top Value Plans. 

 

 

Vodacom 
 
Driving Factors in Vodacom’s Scores:  
Vodacom had two Top Value Plans in the ‘with phone’ category.  Vodacom retained the Top Value Plan 
position in the ‘with phone’ R100 or less price segment (it remains the only operator with an offer in this 
segment).  Vodacom also won the Top Value Plan position in the R301 to R500 segment of the ‘with 
phone’ category. 
 
Vodacom’s highest value plan in the SIM-only and ‘with phone’ categories remains the Red VIP plan. 
Both plans placed 4th in each category in the overall best plans segment.  In May, Vodacom’s SIM-only 
plans were more competitive (had higher average customer value) than its ‘with phone’ plans (Vodacom 
has 18 plans in each category). In June, while the average Tarifica Score of Vodacom’s ‘SIM-only’ plans 
was exactly the same as last month (19), the average score of its ‘with phone’ plans increased from 10 to 
22.  The operator’s country-leading download speeds are, for the most part, counterbalanced by its 
relatively high prices. 
 
Changes in Scores since May: 

 In June Vodacom offered a 1GB data promotion with particular devices on uChoose Flexi plans. 
This promotion resulted in uChoose Flexi 110 winning the Top Value Plan position in the R301 to 
R500 segment in the ‘with phone’ category, replacing Telkom’s SmartPlan 100. 
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Tarifica Scores™ – South Africa 

June 2015 

Prepaid Methodology 
 
Due to the nature of prepaid mobile plans – consumers generally employ pay-per-use/top-ups or purchase 
additional recharge bundles to meet their mobile service needs – plans cannot simply be scored by 
weighing their included allowances against their costs. Instead, Tarifica employs profiles which serve as 
the minimum required usage allotments in each of the three primary service categories (voice, SMS and 
data). While additional usage types are not included in these profiles (e.g., on-net minutes/SMS and value 
added services), and therefore do not count towards a profile’s usage requirements, they are still 
calculated in the plan’s final Tarifica Score. 
 
Each profile is scored independently with the best value plan scaled to 100. This reflects the fact that these 
profiles represent truly distinct consumer groups with dramatically different mobile plan requirements 
and purchasing power. The top plan in each profile earns “Top Overall Value” status – illustrating that 
these plans provide the absolute best consumer value for their respective profile types. All plans scoring 
above a 75 (those in the top quartile) earn “Top Value Plan” awards – indicating that they offer solid value 
for consumers. All plans are scaled to a validity period of 30 days.  
 

 Light User Profile – 50 all-net minutes and 50 all-net SMS: This low-end profile is designed to 
represent the significant portion of prepaid consumers who use minimal mobile services and 
generally own a feature phone (rather than a smartphone). Given that these users place the 
heaviest emphasis on calling, voice minutes earn the highest weighting factor in this profile. 
Further, since these consumers have fewer replacement options for SMS than smartphone users, 
the weighting for this service is given a relatively high factor in comparison to its weighting in 
higher-end profiles. Finally, since feature phone users cannot receive the full benefits of data 
allowances, data (when included) receives the lowest weighting factor.   

 Moderate User Profile – 250 all-net minutes, 250 all-net SMS and 500 MB of data: The moderate 
user profile is designed to portray transitional users who have adopted smartphones but still have 
relatively limited budgets and have yet to fully embrace the mobile data revolution. As such, voice 
minutes and MBs of data are roughly equivalent in their weightings, while SMS receives a 
weighting that is approximately half that of the other two services.  

 Heavy User Profile – 500 all-net minutes, 500 all-net SMS and 2 GB of data: The heavy user profile 
is reflective of users who have fully embraced the mobile data revolution, likely have a high-end 
smartphone and consume large volumes of all mobile services. For this profile, the weighting 
factors match those for postpaid plans – where data is weighted markedly higher than voice, with 
SMS receiving the lowest weighting by a fairly substantial margin.  
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Cell C 
 
Performance in Light User Profile:  
Cell C’s plans performed very well in the light user profile, capturing the Top Overall Value award and 
three of the Top Value Plan awards. This success was driven by two factors. First, the 66c plan offered the 
least expensive per minute calling rates of any South African prepaid plan –almost 14% lower than Telkom 
(the next cheapest) and a full 80% lower than Vodacom (the most expensive). Second, Cell C’s All in One 
– Option 1 bundle which includes 100 on-net minutes, 100 SMS and 100 MB of data for R49 was a strong 
value proposition that affordably filled out the SMS profile requirement and added on-net calling and 
data.  
 
Performance in the Moderate User Profile: 
As the emphasis of the profiles shifted away from minutes and SMS and towards data, Cell C’s 
performance dipped. For the moderate user profile, it was only able to capture one of the Top Value Plan 
awards. This was won by the combination of its 66c plan, which provided the low per minute calling rate, 
and the All in One – Option 3 bundle, which includes 500 on-net minutes, 500 SMS and 500 MB of data 
for R199.  
 
Performance in the Heavy User Profile: 
Continuing the trend seen in the transition from the light to moderate user profiles, Cell C performed 
worse still in the heavy user category. It was unable to capture a single Top Value Plan award in this profile. 
Its poor results were largely driven by the operator’s slow average download speeds, which rank as the 
slowest in South Africa. This served as a significant headwind for all of Cell C’s plans. Its highest scoring 
plan in this category was the 66c plan with the All in One Option 3 and 2GB SmartData bundles. This 
combination scored a 63 and ranked as only the 16th best option for heavy users.  

 
MTN 
 
Performance in Light User Profile:  
MTN’s plans fell just outside the Top Value Plan range for the light user profile, with its highest scoring 
plan coming in at 74, barely shy of reaching award status. This plan was a combination of the Pay Per 
Second plan and the 50 SMS bundle for R17. MTN’s top light user options benefited from a relatively low 
per minute calling rate – R0.79 – and an inexpensive bundle for SMS. These plans just missed being Top 
Value Plans, however, because they lacked any other included features that might have put them over 
the top. Whereas Cell C and Telkom each had additional features in comparably priced plans – extra SMS, 
on-net minutes, a small data volume, etc. – MTN’s plans only met the base requirements. All of MTN’s 
plans which included these types of extras were too expensive to be competitive in this profile.     
 
Performance in the Moderate User Profile: 
MTN showed strong consumer value in its moderate user plans. It ranked second among South Africa’s 
operators with four Top Value Plans. The operator offered a number of well-priced bundles for SMS and 
data and, as mentioned above, offers a relatively competitive per-minute calling rate. Further, its data 
volumes were increased by its current promotion which provides an additional 275 MB of data for 
customers who purchase a 500 MB recharge for R105. Even when reducing the value of this extra data to 
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account for its limited validity period – just five days – it still contributed to MTN’s solid moderate user 
scores.  
 
Performance in the Heavy User Profile: 
MTN’s good showing continued in the heavy user profile. It had four Top Value Plans, while three of its 
competitors were shut out entirely from awards for this profile. As with the moderate user profile, MTN’s 
scores were powered by its diverse bundle options for SMS and data. Its data promotion had an even 
greater impact in the heavy user profile, since consumers who purchase 1 GB of data for R160 receive an 
additional 1 GB for free. Further, unlike the typical situation with lesser recharge amounts, the validity of 
this data is a full 30 days.  

 
Telkom 

Performance in Light User Profile:  
Telkom performed relatively well in the light user profile. While it did not win the Top Overall Value award, 
it did tied Cell C with three Top Value Plans. Telkom’s scores were mainly driven by its per minute calling 
rate, which is the second lowest in the country at R0.75, and its low per SMS rate of R0.29. Its plans also 
included some extras that helped to further elevate their scores. For instance, SIM Sonke recharges of at 
least R20 include unlimited on-net night calling and 20 all-net SMS – both valid for one week.  
 
Performance in the Moderate User Profile: 
Telkom scored extremely well in the moderate user profile, winning the Top Overall Value Plan and seven 
Top Value Plan awards. Telkom’s top scoring option paired its Sim Sonke plan with the 200 SMS for R50, 
50 SMS for R22.50 and 500MB of data for R69 bundles.  
 
Performance in the Heavy User Profile: 
Telkom continued its dominant performance in the heavy user profile. Again, it won the Top Overall Value 
award. Further, it won five of the nine Top Value Plan awards. Telkom offers a number of different SMS 
and data bundles allowing its users to easily scale to match their mobile usage. Further, these bundles are 
aggressively priced. For instance, a 2GB data bundle is priced at R139 as opposed to R249 from Vodacom. 
Telkom prepaid customers are advised to stack their bundles, as this appears to offer some of the best 
values in the South African prepaid market.  

 
Virgin Mobile 
 
Performance in Light User Profile:  
Virgin Mobile was able to win one Top Value Plan award in the light user profile. Its top scoring option 
was its V2V Booster R35 Recharge paired with its 125 SMS for R30 bundle which scored 77. For this profile, 
the operator generally offered solid but unexceptional options. Its scores ranged from 45 to 77 – avoiding 
both the highs and lows of most of its competitors.  
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Performance in the Moderate User Profile: 
Since Virgin Mobile’s plans run on the Cell C network, it faces the same issues as Cell C when it comes to 
moderate and heavy users: slow data speeds. Despite competitive prices, the negative impact of these 
speeds on the mobile data experience was too much for Virgin Mobile to overcome. The operator did not 
win any Top Value Plan awards for the moderate user profile with its highest scoring option coming in at 
67.  
 
Performance in the Heavy User Profile: 
The impact of the Cell C network’s slow download speeds proved even more problematic in the heavy 
user profile with its increased emphasis on mobile data. Unlike the medium user profile – where Virgin’s 
competitive prices and generous bundles kept its plans relatively competitive – in this segment, none of 
its plans scored better than 46, well outside the range of plans that would be considered to have even 
moderate consumer value.  

 

Vodacom 

Performance in Light User Profile:  
Vodacom’s plans could not overcome their high per unit prices. Both its per minute rate (R1.20) and its 
per SMS rate (R0.50) were either the most expensive outright or tied for that dubious honor. 
Consequently, the operator performed very poorly in this category. Its top scoring plan was the Anytime 
Per Second Plan which scored 51, ranking 33rd among light user options.  
 
Performance in the Moderate User Profile: 
Improving on its performance in the light user profile, Vodacom did have several decent options for 
moderate users. While none of these plans were able to capture a Top Value Plan award, four scored in 
the low seventies, just missing the Top Value threshold. Its top scoring option was the Anytime Per Second 
plan with 300 SMS for R67.50 and 500MB of data for R99 bundles.  
 
Performance in the Heavy User Profile: 
Mirroring its results in the moderate user profile, Vodacom’s market leading download speeds were able 
to keep its plans competitive, but their relatively high prices kept them outside the Top Value Plan range. 
In this profile, Vodacom’s top scoring option was again the Anytime Per Second plan, this time paired with 
the 500 SMS for R112.50 and 2GB of data for R249, which scored a 65.  


